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Hello!

i'm Kat

So nice to ~virtually~ meet you. Thank you so much for choosing
me to capture this special time for you! Photography has been a
passion of mine for years now and I enjoy creating art out of any
and all sessions. Wether that's a wedding or even just self portraits.
My style can be described as crisp, slightly film like with a splash of
warmth. I love all things floral, and clean lined architecture will
always have my heart. I tend to go over session time (no extra
charge!) because I genuinely find so much joy in creating stunning
images, and ensuring you're having a good time as well.

Location

scouting

Location plays a huuuuuge role on the feel
of your photos. I will always push for
locations I find beautiful that to the common
eye might not seem like much. As a
photographer, I'm constantly looking for
good even lighting, clean bright
backgrounds, and fun textures like plants to
add a little pizzaz to your photos.
Read on to get a glimpse into my go to spots
and what I look for in new places!
Pick a spot with at least three of the
following and you are golden...

What ILove
White Brick, always!
Fluffy Grasses (think pampas or seagrass)
Ivy Covered Walls or Houses
Interesting Architecture with Clean Lines
Staircases
Fun Windows!- floor to ceiling or cute shutters
Long Stretches of Road
Clean Landscaping
Patterned Cinderblocks (Palm Springs Style)

lighting

and how it
affects your session

Here's a little visual on lighting and time. Choosing
the best time of day is extremely important for
images that align with the work you see in my
portfolio. I will always do my best to work with
what's provided, but sometimes changing a session
start time by just an hour can completely change
the feel of the images. The photo to the right was
taken mid-afternoon, but thankfully on a property
with plenty of shade. The photo above was taken
just as the sun was dipping behind the tree-line,
which gave that gorgeous beam of light.
Below are some more photos and the time of day
they were taken.

Sunrise sessions bring the same sort of
warmth sunset ones do, just at a much
earlier start in the day. Plus you can
continue shooting after the sun rises
rather than losing light near te end.

8AM
11AM

This time can work really well, as
long as the location has ample shade
and the weather is in the cooler 70s.
It's best for shorter sessions that focus
more on close up shots.

12PM

Noon is a toughie, but can still
result in some stunning images. The
bright sun really adds drama. This is
a great time for further away full
body shots.

6PM

Depending on daylight savings, 6 can
either be perfect right before sunset
photos or even just even golden light.
The goal is to aim for an hour before
sunset for that soft pretty lighting.

8PM

Anytime after 8 can add some drama, as
the sun dips behind the clouds and we're
introduced to blue hour. This is where
lights can add some flair to your photos,
or even some well placed flash.

what towear
The best way to feel your best is to dress out
of your comfort zone. It sounds
counterintuitive but it really works! The
bigger the better when it comes to
photography. This is the time to go all out.
To be as glamorous as you've always wanted
to be. I promise you'll love the outcome.
I do my best to ensure my edits flatter all, no
strange orange tones or washed out skin.
That being said, what you choose to wear
will also affect the outcome of your photos.
Make sure to wear tones that suit you, and
make you feel great. 

Neutral or soft colors + simple patterns photograph the best.
Feel free to mix up some patterns (think small patterns like
flowers or busy polka dots) in the same color family. The focus
is on the models when the clothing is easy on the eyes. Avoid
bright clothing, large patterns (big dots or graphic shirts*) Also,
props! Bring a hat, scarf or shawl for some extra things to play
around with.
That being said, don't be scared to mix styles! Dressing a family
following a nice color palette is much more interesting than
everyone wearing the same color. Here's my Pinterest board of
clothing ideas.
*Unless we're going for that look! In which case, wear exactly
what fits your style.

guide

Posing

Utilizing your surroundings means always being on the
lookout for a good shape to center you in, playing with
shadows and light or actual framing trees/pillars/posts/etc.
Symmetry makes my heart happy.

Mother nature sometimes comes in full swing with that
wind, or rain, or sun depending on the day. As a mostly
outdoor photographer I've learned to embrace it. The wind
here actually added to this clean black and white shot, just
look at the movement it brings to her hair.

Action! At some point in our session, I will get you
moving. Wether that's a simple walk forward or a fun little
spin. Motion adds emotion to a shot, and I adore it.

Knowing your angles! For the most part I'll guide or direct
you into a flattering pose, but sometimes we'll mix it up a bit
by shooting from slightly lower, or even from above. you
might be surprised to find your new favorite angle!

guidecont.

Posing

Close ups are also bound to happen, so get ready to be a lil
uncomfy. I promise the end shot is worth the semi awkward
two seconds I'm up close and personal.

If you have any sort of cute additions to your outfit, a ring or
a hat or some killer shoes, you bet I'll be getting a detail shot
of it. I love all the little things that make you, you!

If you do bring a spouse, I will ask you to cuddle. The
closer together the better. And hands should always be on
the other, on the lower back or face or brushing a stray hair
out of their face. anything that shows the affection you
have towards one another.

Laughter! The more I (or your friend/partner) can get you
laughing, the better you'll feel during our session and the
more you'll love the end photos. Feel free to giggle at all my
lame jokes or when I trip over my own feet.
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breakdown

Location

Using this guide, we can pick the perfect backdrop to your session. I tend to arrive
ten to fifteen minutes early to scout some and test lighting.

02
Shoot!

During our session, I'll guide you into multiple different poses and give general
prompts to help ease you into modeling. My goal is to keep things flowing and you
happy and confident.

03

Gallery Delivered

Depending on what session is booked, your gallery will be delivered within 2
weeks. Weddings tend to take up to 4 weeks. I highly encourage downloads to
take place as soon as the gallery is received!

Payment

options

CashApp

PayPal

$kglopez23

contact@ktlopezphoto.com

Cash

Check

Cash day of is always
welcome!

Checks may be made out to
Kat Lopez

FAQS
What's required to book?
Just a 20% deposit to hold the date you're interested in!

How long does it take to receive my photos?
Most sessions take up to two weeks to be edited and uploaded to your online
album. Weddings are closer to four weeks. Photos should be downloaded as
soon as possible as shared files may be deleted after three months.

How many photos will I receive?
Depending on the session, albums usually average 40+ color corrected photos
with the option to add more intense editing for an additional charge.
Weddings start at 200 photos, adding approx. 60 photos per additional hour.

Are you LGBT+ friendly?
Absolutely! As someone who identifies as part of this group, I'm more than
happy to photograph anyone of any orientation.

Can I bring a friend?
Of course! You can bring anyone that makes you smile, or even someone to
help corral the kiddos during family sessions.

kind

words
"Kat was awesome to work with! Super laid back and easy to work with and
got my pictures back to me quick. She gave me exactly what I wanted plus
suggested other shots that turned out amazing! I highly recommend
K.T.Lopez Photography and can't wait to shoot with her again."
Madison

"Quite literally, my favorite photographer to ever shoot me. She makes me
look at myself completely different. I feel like my favorite features pop
without her even knowing my favorite features. My entire family adores her
work as well and will be hiring her for future shoots! Thank you so much for
sharing your art with us."
Megan + Josh

"Amazing photographer, we were awkward and silly and self conscious and
she really did so amazing still capturing beautiful pictures! She also took
beautiful pictures for my daughters first birthday!"
Jordan + Rich

"Kat is an amazing photographer! She did both our engagement and
wedding photos and did an incredible job. She is very good at
communicating, is easy to get along with, and adapts to what you are
looking for. She is worth so much more than she charges and we are so
happy we chose her to give us the memories of a lifetime. "
Katelyn + Austin

"K.T.Lopez Photography is the way to go!!! She captures the perfect shot, her
editing is clean, crisp and precise & her turn around time is great!!!! I am
always confident in the outcome when she's behind the lens."
Jennifer

Ready for
more info?
Reach out with any questions and I'll be more
than happy to help you out before your session!

CLICK HERE

